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Facebook Time Line Image Specs 

First: use high resolution images. Facebook stores them on their server and will optimize and re-size them as they see fit.  
To get the best results, upload the best images you can - in other words, you don't need to save them as web-optimized 
files first.  You want the best quality image possible - you don't want Facebook optimizing an already optimized image...  

Main Fan Page Time-Line Image sizes: 

1. Cover Image: 851 x 315 pixels.  See Facebook TOS Part III(b) here for cover image content restrictions: 
http://www.facebook.com/page_guidelines.php 

2. Fan Page Profile Image: 180 x 180 pixels (Facebook will re-size for cover page to 125 x 125 

3. iFrame Profile Image: 180 x 180 pixels.  This will initially be resized to fit the icon / Favorites area below the cover 
image...  but create another image for the iFrame Icon as described below to replace that re-sized image... 

4. iFrame Icon Image (for main Time Line page): 110 x 73 pixels.  I believe you can have a call to action on this image, but 
please review the FB TOS linked above and if you discover something different, please let me know... 

See image below for layout details: 
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iFrame Page Image Details: 

The new AIOVT default headers are 810 x 125 pixels.  If you are using a default with a text title for the header, you don't 
have to do anything yet.  If you are using a custom header, it needs to be re-created to be 810 pixels wide.  It can be any 
height, but I suggest you keep it under 150 to 200 pixels so the content is not pushed too far down the page. 

If you have any pre-like background images, they will need to be 810px wide as well...  I suggest them being at least 600 
or 700 pixels in height.  If you are not using the pre-like "background", and have the images inside your content, then 
they should be 788 pixels wide (if your home page is single column - no side-bars). 

See image below for layout details: 

 

 

If you have any questions, please visit the support center at http://support.rzminc.com 
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